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7.1 Introduction

The widely adoption of the novel Internet services of the last decade, e.g., web 2.0 services, cloud services, and cloud computing, modified the structure of the whole Internet ecosystem. Contrary to the earlier disperse structure, where each service had its own server to be operated on, the infrastructures of the current cloud services are highly centralized; numerous services are run by a single infrastructure. These facilities are commonly known as data centers.

The operators’ profit-awareness causes the recent golden age of the data centers. Due to the economics of scale principle, the expenditures (both capital and operational) can be reduced with these highly concentrated architectures. The energy consumption of the data centers is accounted for 15 percent of the total expenditures of a data center [1] while data centers have a non-negligible share of the total energy consumption of the society. Based on the study of J. Kroomey [2], the average power dissipated by data centers was 6.4, 4.7, and 1.8 GW in US, Western Europe, and Japan, respectively in 2005. The energy consumption of data centers was as high as 1.5% of the total energy consumption in the US in 2006. Moreover, these ratios are increasing resulting from the recent data center
deployments. In addition the Efficient Servers project [3] evaluated the increase of electric energy consumption of servers in Western Europe at 37% between 2003 and 2006 [4]. In 2007 the energy consumed in data centers in Western Europe was 56 TWh and is projected to increase to over 100 TWh per year by 2020 [5]. This will represent about 7 times the capacity of the currently under construction new EPR nuclear reactor in Olkiluoto, Finland.

As the price of electricity is continuously augmenting ¹ and the environment aware operation of the companies is becoming more and more desirable by the customers, the energy efficient operation of data centers is required both from a financial and a social viewpoint. Therefore, the operators of the data centers are interested in more energy-efficient data center infrastructures and operations. This is justified by the press releases of leading IT companies; there is a new statement in almost every week.

Data centers have become prevalent in the literature in the recent years; tremendous works have been made towards reducing the energy consumption of the data centers. Albeit this fact, a comprehensive survey of the energy efficiency of the data centers has not been published yet. Therefore, in this chapter we summarize the proposals dealing with the energy consumption and its reduction possibilities. The achievements are presented by the following areas. The energy consumption of data centers’ hardware infrastructure is reviewed in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 discusses middleware proposals, which optimize the energy consumption of data centers. Cooling and heat control play a crucial role in the data center facilities: they are necessary to precede hardware failures; however, significant amount of energy is utilized by these equipment. Thus, energy efficient cooling solutions are summarized in Section 7.5. Finally, the properties of data centers’ network infrastructures are overviewed because the energy consumption of the switches and routers is not negligible (Section 7.4). The relation of the areas reviewed in this paper is illustrated in Figure 7.1. We hope this survey will serve as a ground that will help the research community to address the open issues of the topic of data centers’ energy efficiency.

¹http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/epa/epat7p4.html
7.2 Overview of energy consumption of hardware infrastructure in data center

7.2.1 Energy consumption rankings and metrics

Data centers are composed of several distributed equipment and infrastructures which contribute to their energy consumption [6]. In most of the papers, we can figure out a portion for chillers, ACDV, power supply, fans and servers. Servers’ consumption depends on embedded devices and components [7] like the CPU (37% of power dissipation), memory (17%), PCI slots (23%), motherboard (12%), disk (6%) and fans (5%).

While European Commission has launched the EU code of conduct for data centers 2; several initiatives propose to evaluate and rank data centers depending on their performance and power usage:

- The TOP500 list that lists the 500 biggest supercomputers in the world. The power used for entire system is also listed in kW. On the June 2010 TOP500 list, the first rank occupied by the Jaguar center from Oakridge National Laboratory uses a power of 6950 kW 3.

- The Green500 [8] ranks supercomputers and also provides the whole consumption of the entire system in kW. The centers are ranked by a metric based on MFlops per watt. Additional lists like the Little List and the HPCC list have recently been added. On the June 2010 Green500 list, the first rank is occupied by the machines from Forschungszentrum Juelich which uses 57.54 kW of power and has an energy efficiency of 773 MFlops per watt 4.

- Through ENERGY STAR Data Center Energy Efficiency Initiatives, the US Environmental Protection Agency proposes to rank data centers depending on their energy efficiency 5. EPA selected the Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) as the metric to evaluate data center energy performance. The PUE is a standard industry metric, equal to the total energy consumption of a data center (for all fuels) divided by the energy consumption used for the IT equipment. The PUE generally ranges from 1.25 to 3.0 for most data centers.

- The Green Grid consortium proposes some metrics [9] and tools to evaluate the power efficiency of data centers. [9] re-affirms the use of PUE but redefines its reciprocal as datacenter infrastructure efficiency (DCiE).

Even when not performing any application or services, a data center consumes energy. By correlating usage and energy consumption, we can observe the impact of applications of electrical consumption. As an example, Figure 7.2 presents the energy usage of the Grid5000 6 [10] site of Lyon (135 computing nodes) on a 6 months period [11]. This

---

3http://top500.org
4http://www.green500.org
6Some experiments of this paper were performed on the Grid5000 platform, an initiative from the French Ministry of Research through the ACI GRID incentive action, INRIA, CNRS, and RENATER and other contributing partners (http://www.grid5000.fr)
Figure 7.2  Grid5000 Lyon site energy consumption and usage of nodes over six months

figure also presents the resource utilization according to the reservation log obtained from the Resource Management System; the utilization indicates the percentage of reserved nodes, and hence does not imply that CPUs, storage or network resources were used by reservations at the same rate.

Next sections will focus on three main components of the servers: processing, storage, and communicating elements.

7.2.2  Processing: CPU, GPU, and memory

As seen in Section 7.2.1, the processing elements are the main consumers in data centers. Processors (CPU) and memory account together for about 54% of the total consumption, with a rough 37% share for CPU and 17% for memory. When GPUs are present, they can represent up to a tremendous 50% share of the total consumption.

Processors are nowadays all multi-cores, and many-cores are becoming more and more present in data centers. The next generation of powerful machines will embark up to 256 cores in one CPU. Nowadays, most of the data centers rely on four to eight cores per processors. The actual power dissipation processors ranges from 80-100 Watts when idle to 200-250 Watts when loaded, where the consumption of each core is more or less the total divided by the number of cores (but no mechanisms exist for actually measuring it in the processors).

The range of energy consumption of processors can be estimated in two manners: by actual measurements under different circumstances (different loads)—sometimes directly on the main board like in [12]—or indirectly by measuring the total consumption of a node at the plug and deriving from these observations the individual consumptions (see [13] for a model comparison). In the upcoming norm ACPI 4.0 [14], it is possible to get the current power consumptions of individual elements, such as CPU for instance. But no data center is today functioning with such ACPI 4.0 compliant components.

The current ACPI norm embedded in processors found in data centers allows for turning the processor in different operating C-states (C0, C1, C3). C0 is the normal operating state, where the maximum power is consumed. In C1 (halt), the processor is not executing anything, and only a small number of cycles are needed to go back to C0. C3 is the deepest sleep mode, in which more time is necessary to come back to C0, but also where less power
is used for the processor. The worst case wake-up time is provided by the ACPI firmware so that optimized savings can be arranged as a function of further use of the processor. Vendors typically go beyond these states (for instance the C6 in I7 from Intel) but these mechanisms are internal to the processors and can be activated by software. While higher C-states allow for more energy savings, they have to be activated with care, since the energy required to get back to C0 is high: typically, if the time in C6 is too small, the system would actually lose energy. Also, the thermal control zone is used internally to warn operating system when the temperature is getting too high and the state should be changed or even the processor should be stopped immediately. Additionally, P-states indicate at what speed the processor should run: P0 indicates the maximum frequency per voltage combination, but the system can define several $P_n$ with decreasing frequency per voltage values. As the power consumption is a factor of the frequency and of the square of the voltage, these possibilities allow for potential large energy savings [15, 16]. These P-states are controlled by the operating system that reduces the frequency per voltage state under low utilization (and vice-versa). This mechanism, known as DVFS (Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling), is the most used one in current data centers middleware, as it will be denoted in Section 7.3.

While traditional data centers are not using GPU or Cells, a current trend for the most powerful computers is to use such alternative hybrid architectures (combining CPU with Cells/GPU) to deliver even more processing power. In the Top500 list, the Chinese Nebulae ranks second (June 2010); it is composed of Intel CPU and Nvidia GPU. In the Green500 list [8], we can find such data centers in the first eight positions. Indeed, from an energy point of view, it can be competitive, since the scheduled jobs finish earlier, energy (which is power × time) is spent for a shorter time and the Flops/Watt metric reaches 773 MFlops/Watt. Nvidia ships the Tesla GPU Computing Systems, consisting of 1U servers embedding 4 GPUs (for instance the S2050 is delivering 2 TFlops in double precision at the cost of 900 W). Each GPU individually can consume as much as 250 W, for instance the Tesla C2050. The main problem with such infrastructure is when it is idle, since it is not possible to deactivate a GPU card: when installed, it will anyway consume an important minimal amount of power (not less than 50-60 W), and there is no such mechanism to completely switch off GPU elements.

In previous generation multicore processors—still in use in many data centers—it was not possible to manage individually the cores. All cores had to be in the same C- and P-states. Recently, AMD and Intel are producing multicores that allow for a differentiated policy for the different cores (AMD Turbo Core and Intel Throttling in I7 family). Hence, a core can be switched off completely if not needed. New processors even allow a core to increase its frequency above the official maximal frequency (the P0-state) when the overall temperature and power envelop is not exceeded (Turbo Boost Technology from Intel for instance). To the best of our knowledge, no energy consumption comparison has been done with these innovative operating modes.

As already stated, memory banks consume about 17% of the node’s consumption. Most of the nodes in a data center have nowadays DRAM DDR3 memory units, composed of memory cells. A memory unit consumes power of basically two different types. First, it always consumes a background power to enable receiving commands (like input/output) and to refresh the data by recharging the capacitors that lose charge over time. Second, it consumes more power when it has to go to the active state (so that it can actually perform data retrieval and communication with outward drivers). On an energy saving point of view, the DVFS and the operating states that we mentioned for the CPU hold also true; hence, a memory can be in different states, each one differentiates with others with the time to come back to operation and the power consumed. Common DDR3 runs at 1.5
Volts while Kingston manufacturer has a DDR3 that operates at 1.25 Volts for 1600 MHz, until DDR4 is actually produced in mass, requiring less power (1 Volt) and up to 3200 MHz.

### 7.2.2.1 Cost and Energy Reduction Evaluation for ARM Based Data Centers

Because the processor architectures used in embedded systems have been designed with strong energy efficiency requirements from the beginning, the possibility to use mobile device processors in servers and data centers has lately sparked interest among researchers and the industry. In particular, the feasibility to use ARM based processors has been recently analyzed [17, 18, 19, 20] and few commercial solutions were pushed on the market.

ARM processors are based on Restricted Instruction Set Computer (RISC) CPUs and are therefore designed to operate based on a simplified, highly-optimized and fixed-length set of instructions. Because of the main characteristics of the set of instructions used by ARM CPUs, that are a) one instruction per cycle, b) register to register operations, c) simple address mode and d) simple instruction formats [21], the design of the CPU control unit is considerably simplified and dissipates less power compared to other types of architectures. On the other hand a x86 processor, the over-leading architecture currently found in data centers, is based on Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC) CPUs using a set of complex instructions of variable length and features multiple addressing modes and multiple instruction formats [22].

In order to evaluate the potential cost savings when using ARM based CPUs in a data center, the overall cost of data centers must be taken into account. Hamilton presents in [23, 24] a cost model for a hypothetical data center and gives a cost comparison between different elements such as infrastructure, networking equipment, servers and power. The model assumes a data center with around 50,000 servers, an overall 10 years infrastructure amortization time, a 4 years amortization time for the networking equipment and a 3 years amortization time for the servers. The model takes into account a five percent yearly interest for the capital used to fund the data center and assumes an energy cost of $0.07 per kWh. An 80% average critical load usage is assumed and a server is assumed to dissipate 165 Watts. The resulting monthly cost of the different cost elements in the data center is shown in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3 shows that the direct cost contribution of power accounts for 13% of the total data center cost. However, the power has also an indirect impact on the infrastructure cost as the cooling and power distribution infrastructures are based on the maximal power.
dissipated by the servers. Therefore, improving the energy consumption of the servers will overall affect 31\% of the total data center cost.

Using Hamilton’s model, the evaluation of the potential cost reduction when using ARMv7 based CPUs is presented in [17]. In this work a quad-core ARM cortex A9 processor, using a Versatile Express development platform, and a dual-core ARM cortex A9 processor, using a Tegra 200 series developer kit, are evaluated. The versatile express consists of a V2M-P1 motherboard and a CoreTile V2P-CA9 Express A9 MPCore daughter board. The daughter board has 1GB of DDR2 memory and a Cortex A9 NEC CPU clocked at 400MHz. The Tegra 200 series developer kit has a Tegra 250 processor with 1 GB DDR2 memory and is clocked at 1 GHz. Three benchmarks representing typical applications found in data centers and server farms were evaluated on these two platforms: a) Autobench to evaluate the performance of the Apache 2.2 HTTP server, b) SPECweb2005 and c) Erlang run time system.

Table 7.1 shows how the performance and energy efficiency of the Cortex-A9 based platforms for traditional server tasks compared to x86 machines. These results are obtained for Apache 2.2 serving a 10 Bytes static file. From Table 7.1 although the quad-core Intel Xeon platform can handle 7 times more request per second than the dual-core Cortex A9, we notice that the ARM based processor provides a 10 fold better energy efficiency. The SPECweb2005 benchmark was used to evaluate the performance of the Tegra 250 processor with more demanding web services. SPECweb2005 consists of a set of three different workloads: support, ecommerce and banking. The support simulates the workload of a hypothetical customer support web service, the ecommerce workload emulates a web based shopping system and the banking an online banking system. Table 7.2 presents the performance of SPECweb2005 on two x86 machines and the Tegra 250 while Table 7.3 gives the corresponding energy efficiency of the platforms. Two Xeon X3360 machines are used as references in this comparison, the second one having an optimized disk architecture to serve the data requested by the benchmarks. The optimized Xeon X3360 machine can sustain around 33 times more sessions compared to the Tegra 250 platform, but provides a 3 times lower power efficiency.

Finally, an Erlang based SIP proxy is used as benchmark to evaluate the performance and energy efficiency of the studied processors on a typical telecom application found in data centers. The performance of the proxy was measured based on the maximal number of calls per second the platforms were able to handle, and the corresponding energy efficiency is expressed in number of calls per consumed Joule. The reference x86 machine has two quad-core Intel Xeon L5430 processors clocked at 2.66GHz. The performance results are presented in Table 7.4 and the corresponding energy efficiencies are given by Table 7.5. The reference x86 machine was able to handle 400 calls per second while the quad-core

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>Request / s</th>
<th>Requests / J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quad Core Intel Xeon E5430 (2.66 GHz)</td>
<td>33000</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentium 4 (2.66GHz)</td>
<td>7100</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Core Cortex-A9 MPCore (1 GHz)</td>
<td>4600</td>
<td>4600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad Core Cortex-A9 MPCore (400 MHz)</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>2833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex-A8 (600 MHz)</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1  Ability of Apache 2.2 to serve a 10 byte static files using different hardware
cortex A9 was able to handle 30 calls per second with 8 schedulers (SMP) as using more schedulers than the number of available physical CPUs does not bring any performance increase. This leads to an energy efficiency of 25 calls per Joule for the quad-core Cortex A9 versus 8 calls per Joule for the Xeon machine.

Using the energy efficiency results of Tables 7.3 and 7.5 in the cost model proposed by Hamilton, we can evaluate the cost saving potential of using ARM cortex A9 processors over the overall data center cost at around 10% for the Erlang SIP proxy and 12.7% for web services represented by the SPECweb2005 benchmarks. In terms of financial cost benefits,
this leads to respectively a $350,000 and $448,000 monthly cost reduction or a $12,6M and $16,1M cost reduction over the 3 years amortization time for the servers.

Following the demonstration of the cost and energy reduction potential of ARM based data centers, a set of commercial solutions appeared on the market. In 2011 Sandia National Laboratories demonstrated a mini supercomputer based on 196 Cortex-A8 CPUs using the Texas Instrument OMAP3530 chip. The company Calxeda is currently shipping the EnergyCore ECX-1000 chip containing a quad-core Cortex A9 processor as well as a Quad-Node EnergyCard embedding four EnergyCore ECX-1000 chips. The EnergyCore and EnergyCard from Calxeda are directly targeting the data center market.

Recently, a joint initiative in the European funded project EuroCloud pushes ARM Cortex A9 processors, linked with 3D DRAM to create 3D server on chip, serving as a basis for compact and energy efficient data centers [25]. Also within the European funded Mont-Blanc project [26] the Barcelona Supercomputer Center is currently evaluating ARM based supercomputers consisting of prototype boards using Nvidia’s Tegra 3 (quad-core Cortex-A9 CPUs) and Samsung Exynos 5 (Dual-core ARM Cortex-A15 CPUs) processors. The Mont-Blanc project aims at designing a new type of computer architecture capable of setting future global High Performance Computing (HPC) standards that will deliver Exascale performance while using 15 to 30 time less energy.

Although a few ARM based commercial solutions targeting data centers and server farms were lately pushed on the market, much expectation is put on the future ARMv8 architectures. The industry is already working on the design of 64 bit 3D many core processors based on the ARMv8 architectures and predict energy efficient cloud data centers of several hundreds of server-in-a-single chip achieving thousands of cores on a single board [19].

7.2.3 Storage

Storage is an important feature of a data center. With estimates foreseeing a growth of 50% of data centers requirements in terms of storage in the next years, it shall continue to draw attention.

Different technologies co-exist for storing data in data centers. Most of the time, a NAS (Network Attached Storage) is present, in order to concentrate the data outside the working nodes, while these nodes keep temporary data and their operating systems. Another possibility is to use a SAN (Storage Area Network) that allows to share and coordinate distributed disks. The difference lies in the access pattern: in a SAN, the devices are directly addressed by blocks by the file system of the nodes, acting as if the distant disk is present locally, while in a NAS, an explicit communication protocol has to be set up over IP, like NFS for instance. Since NAS and SAN involve technologies related to networks, we will let the communication part to the next section and we will focus here on the storage devices themselves.

Traditional hard disk drives (HDD) constitute the most prominent technologies, while solid state drive (SSD) based on flash memory is becoming more and more attracting, together with Hybrid HDDs technologies (magnetic rotating drives like HDD combined with SSD for a part of application/data often used). This later technology is not yet applied in data centers; thus, we will not detail it here.

Despite its 50 years age, HDDs are still widely in use in today businesses. This technology is based on continuous rotating disk platters and a disk head that is positioned dynamically beneath the disk at the right location to read the bytes of data. The disk controls the platters spin and the communication channel with the host. Together these functions
consume 2/3 of the power consumption, even when the activity is high. For reducing energy, three possibilities exist. The first one consists in reducing the spin speed in terms of RPM (Revolutions per Minute). Typically, disks can reduce from 7200 RPM to 5400 RPM when idle. As the power dissipation is quadratic in the speed of rotation, the saving can be as much as half the regular idle consumption. A second mean is the smart control of disk head positioning, reducing the speed of heads so that they arrive just in time when bytes to read are beneath them (for instance with Seagate Just In Time mode). To do so, the power current is reduced; inducing a reduction in energy consumed. The SATA specification [27] includes a Automatic Acoustic Management that allows to reduce the speed of seek operations (resulting in reduced power dissipation). Third, several operating modes exist for disks, including predetermined modes with reduced speed. The SATA specification on Advanced Power Management allows the disk to move from one mode to another automatically after a predefined idle-time or after host and operating system decisions. Typical HDDs consume (numbers for a 2 TB Seagate Constellation ES at 7200 RPM, SATA, 140 MB/s transfer rate, 3”5) about 7 Watts when idle, and 10-11 watts when busy (read operations being more power consuming). Lower disk capacities consume less power, down to 4.6 / 9.4 / 8.2 Watts (idle / read / write) for a 500 GB HDD. On these disks for instance, a PowerChoice mode (a proprietary implementation of T10 and T13 Standards [28, 27]) makes the disk power consumption drop down to 0.53 Watts. Smaller disks (2”5) formally only in laptops, are now getting much interest from data centers despite their more limited capacities at comparable performances. They run at about half the power of 3”5 disks and takes less space in the racks. For instance, the Savvio (15K.2, 15000 RPM, SAS) offers 146 GB only but consumes 4.1 watts when idle.

SSDs are garnering much interests in the last years. Their most important feature is the improved access time. A multilevel cell (MLC) SSD has an access time of 0.5ms compared to an access time of 15.7 ms for a 7,200 RPM HDD. Please note that the highest performances coming for SDD access rate can be limited from an application point of view in some cases (see study on the comparison metrics[29]). As no mechanics exist in a SSD drive, the power consumption is only a fraction of the one of a HDD. A typical Seagate SSD drive (Pulsar, 200 GB, SATA, 300 MB/s) consumes only 0.75 watt when idle and 1.3 watt in operation. This improved energy performance comes with a higher price and limited capacities, making them not really sustainable in big data centers that host Tera or Peta Bytes of data.

### 7.2.4 Communicating elements

While Section 7.4 presents Data Center Network architectures and their relevant costs; this section focuses on associated network equipment costs in terms of energy. While networks are not main energy consumer equipment in data centers [7], this infrastructure is part of the whole consumption of the system (Network Interface cards, switches, routers, wired links).

Data centers mainly use Ethernet technology as the basic block for communicating equipment. Through the IEEE P802.3az Energy Efficient Ethernet Task Force \(^7\), a consortium mixing academic and industries is proposing new solutions for obtaining Energy Efficient Ethernet solutions. Today, energy consumption of Ethernet networks is not greatly linked with bandwidth utilization. So even in low or no usage context, networks equipment

\(^7\)http://www.ieee802.org/3/az/
consume energy at high level. As a first approach, by proposing Adaptive Link Rate solutions, energy savings can be obtained by quickly changing the speed of network links in response to the amount of data that is being transmitted. Now, for high speed Ethernet networks (1 and 10 Gbits) used in data centers, the Energy Efficient Ethernet Task Force is proposing low power idle modes which should allow to power down and quickly wake up specific components of Ethernet products.

### 7.3 Middleware solutions that regulate and optimize the energy consumption in data centers

#### 7.3.1 An overview of the middleware

For many years, research in middleware mainly focused on performance management [30]. However, middlewares are currently challenged to rethink the resource/service management strategies to add energy efficiency to the list of critical operating parameters to control, already including availability, reliability, and performance. The energy parameter has been included in a decisive way shifting the paradigm from ‘time to solution’ to ‘kWh to solution’.

However, considering power management at middleware level is not a new issue in the resource management arena. There are several works from some years ago proposing energy management for servers that focus on applying energy optimization techniques in multiprocessor environments [31, 32]. The proposals range from load balancing for power and performance optimization [33] to economical approaches for managing shared server resources, e.g. [34], where Chase et al. use a greedy resource allocation distributing a web workload among different servers assigned to each service.

Trying to tidy up the research work done until now in this area, we could consider two important aspects in order to classify the existing literature: (1) the system modeling used for making decisions; and (2) the set of control mechanisms required to make decisions effective. Figure 7.4 shows the relation of the physical system, the models, and the controlling mechanisms.
A number of companies, such as Symantec [35], Aperture [36], RackWise [37], iTracs [38], CISCO [39], nlyte [40], Intel [41], HP [41], BMC [42], egenera [41], and Specorp [35] offer commercial software to manage and optimize data centers. Because none of the aforementioned companies have made their solutions transparently available, it is an extremely difficult and perhaps impossible exercise to quantitatively compare middleware systems. The fact that current data centers (and data center middleware) are always designed to and operated at peak performance, such a practice entails promising extensions and exploitation of fundamental interdisciplinary concepts that would further reduce the overall energy consumption of a data center. From scientific literature, we find an isolated problem solving approach, i.e., energy, power, or thermal aspects related to a data center (or a large-scale computing system) are tackled separately in the context of computing, storage, and communications. Therefore, below we give an overview of the state-of-the-art in the three aforementioned categories.

7.3.1.1 Computing Both independent [43] and precedence [44] task models have been considered on uniprocessor [45] or multiprocessor [46] systems using static [47] and dynamic scheduling [37]. The aforementioned models have been treated to present works in the domain of energy-efficient high performance computing [48], web servers [49], computational grids [50], data centers [51], cluster computing [46], and cloud computing [52]. Mapping methodologies [53] based on a given application [54] and machine [55] load have been considered. Energy efficiency also has been the focus for application placement [56], task duplication [35], and task migration [57] models. A majority of the aforementioned works have either used dynamic voltage (or frequency) scaling (DV/FS) [37] as a medium to exploit the complex relationship between processor speed, power dissipation, and energy consumption or dynamic power management (DPM) [58] to completely shutdown processing units.

7.3.1.2 Communications Achieving energy or power efficiency in communication medium is difficult because accurate knowledge [52] about the communications or prediction mechanisms [40] to project communications must be in place [35]. Earlier works opted to treat the entire communication fabric as a uniform medium [48]. Thereafter, DV/FS [59] and dynamic network shutdown (DNS) [60] that is analogous to the DPM technique were introduced to effectively regulate power consumptions [61]. The critical drawback of the aforementioned methodologies is the required additional complex hardware modifications. In contrast, on-off links require much simpler hardware [62] and have been reported to have comparable performance with previous counterparts but reduced switching overhead. The major challenges in energy or power efficient communication fabric include (but not limited to) connectivity, potential network deadlocks, and rerouting when links are asleep [41]. More recently, inspired by the work in fault tolerant routing protocols, inquisitive researchers have focused on steering network traffic and providing network connectivity as links shut down to save power [54, 63, 64]. However, fault tolerant approaches are reactive and merely performance oriented. The aforementioned methodologies have thus far not been utilized in the context of large-scale distributed computing systems and in particular data centers.

7.3.1.3 Storage The DPM scheme, being the only applicable mechanism in the storage domain [65], covers three levels cache, memory, and disk, which use hardware power management features, such as multiple power states, DRAMs [51], and multiple spin speed hard disks [66]. Moreover, RDRAM chip [67] (if used) in a memory system can be set to an appropriate power state independently. Thereby, enabling dynamic switching of RDRAM
with power-aware page allocation in the operating system [68] becomes a feasible solution. However, page misses may hamper the ability to successfully make the system energy-efficient [38]. It has been noted that a large portion of the power budget goes into disk assessing [68, 69, 64].

7.3.2 System modeling

Middleware requires models that capture the most important factors of the systems while allowing abstract reasoning. The models will allow formalizing behaviors and interactions that help the use of optimization techniques (from simple heuristics to complex techniques) based on what-if predicting techniques. It is important to remark that optimizations at different system levels interfere between each other. This makes the behavior of the current systems unmanageable at execution time. This requires novel optimization techniques that implements self-* properties at run time. These autonomic techniques have been developed to manage workload fluctuations and to determine optimal trade-offs between performance and energy costs.

Taking into account the techniques involved in decision-making, we can group the relevant related work in three main groups (although there can be orthogonalities among them): feedback control theory, adaptive techniques, and utility-based optimization techniques.

7.3.2.1 Feedback control theory

Feedback control theory, where a controller manipulates the inputs of a system to obtain the desired effect on the output of the system. The main advantage of this approach is that it guarantees system stability. Furthermore, upon a change in workloads, these mechanisms can accurately model transient behavior and can adjust the system configuration within the time frame of a transitory. Most control theoretic approaches adopt system identification techniques to build linear time invariant models and then apply classical proportional integral differential control. Kusic et al. [70] implement a limited lookahead controller to determine the servers in active state, the operating frequency, and the placement of virtual machines on physical servers. Kalyvianaki et al. [71] propose the use of Kalman filters to track and control the CPU utilization in virtualized environments to guide capacity allocation. Analogously, Raghavendra et al. [72] propose a control-oriented framework to coordinate different kinds of power managers.

7.3.2.2 Adaptive techniques

Adaptive techniques, where the learning process is based on the live systems, do not require an analytical model of the system. For example, Tesauro et al. [73] present a capacity allocation technique that determines the assignment of physical servers to applications that maximizes the fulfillment of SLAs. Kephart et al. [74] apply machine learning to coordinate multiple autonomic managers with different goals. A recognized advantage of machine learning techniques is that they accurately capture system behavior with little built-in system-specific knowledge. Reinforcement Learning approaches have also been used to reduce power consumption in clusters. Tesauro, Kephart et al. [75, 74] present a reinforcement learning approach to simultaneous online management of both performance and power consumption. These approaches look at learning what policies should be applied given a system status.

7.3.2.3 Utility-based optimization techniques

Utility-based optimization techniques, introduced to optimize users’ satisfaction by expressing their goals in terms of user-level performance metrics. For example, a server consolidation project on blade servers based on a power budget mechanism is presented by Ranganathan et al. [76], while Choi et
al. [77] provide power budget policies for virtualized environments and an accurate model to predict server system average power consumption. Yiyu et al. [78] integrate utility-based and control oriented techniques for energy management in hosting centers.

7.3.3 Control Mechanisms

Middleware requires new advanced management mechanisms to provide the necessary control knobs to successfully manage the resources in order to add energy efficiency as an operating parameter. Today most common techniques used in the research literature of the area can be summarized as virtualization, turning on/off servers, dynamic voltage, frequency scaling, and hybrid nodes/hybrid DC.

7.3.3.1 Virtualization

Virtualization is a key strategy to reduce power consumption. With virtualization, multiple virtual servers can be hosted on a smaller number of more powerful physical servers, using less electricity.

Virtualization is a mechanism currently used for consolidation. Petrucci et al. [79] propose a dynamic configuration approach for power optimization in virtualized server clusters and outlines an algorithm to dynamically manage the virtualized server cluster. Following the same idea, Liu et al. [80] aim to reduce virtualized data center power consumption by supporting VM migration and VM placement optimization while reducing the human intervention, but no evaluation is provided. Other work of Verma et al. [81] also proposes a virtualization aware adaptive consolidation approach, measuring energy costs executing a given set of applications.

7.3.3.2 Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) allows the reduction of voltage and frequency providing substantial saving in power at the cost of slower program execution. Current microprocessors allow power management by DVFS. DVFS offers dynamic adjustment of supply voltage to the minimum level required for processing elements to operate at a desired clock frequency. Voltage scaling has been widely acknowledged as a very powerful, flexible, and feasible technique for trading off power consumption for execution time.

Depending on the type of tasks executed DVFS approach can be classified into different categories.

The work reported in [82] was the first to characterize a convex function that optimized energy consumption of a set of independent tasks. The work was further extended by Hong et al. [83] that provided a heuristic (for a similar problem) for a fixed priority static scheduling. In continuum, an energy-aware resource allocation heuristic for non-preemptive scheduling was proposed by Quan and Hu [84]. Manzak and Chakrabarti [85] pointed out that extreme variations in power consumption and tasks invalidate the conclusion provided in [37] that uniform voltage scaling was the optimal procedure. To circumvent such an anomaly, the work in [86] reported an iterative slack allocation algorithm based on the Lagrange multiplier method. It is worth addressing the DVS based techniques for soft real-time systems. In such systems, it is not required to fulfill deadlines; therefore, negating the purpose of using deadlines as a criterion for optimization. The DVS techniques for soft real-time systems need to trade-off power savings for average response times for tasks. Therefore, one possible application of such an academic problem could be the conception of energy-efficient Web services.

For scheduling tasks with precedence relationships, Bambha et al. [87] use a combined global/local search strategy. It uses a genetic algorithm combined with simulated annealing for global search, and hill-climbing coupled with Monte Carlo techniques for local
search. Zhang et al. [88] formulate the problem as a Linear Programming (LP) for continuous voltage levels, which can be solved in polynomial time. The work of Gruian and Kuchcinski [89] proposes a scheduling heuristic with a special priority function to trade-off energy reduction for processing delay. The schedule is constructed step-by-step. At each step, a ready task is selected based on an assigned priority and scheduled in the timestamp at which the partial schedule can achieve a maximal probabilistic energy reduction. The complexity of this approach is high due to the number of discrete time steps that must be evaluated in scheduling a task. Moreover, probabilistic evaluation of energy reduction of a partial schedule does not necessarily yield the best decision for the final schedule. Sere-dynski et al. [90] use a genetic algorithm to optimize task assignment, scheduling the task execution order, and infatuated slack allocation scheme that advocates a small time unit to the task that leads to the most energy reduction in each step. The work reported in [91] alters communication speed selection for communication paths and DVS on processors to achieve a trade-off between communication and computation power. This is the only work that tries to combine the two necessary computing elements (processing elements and communication paths).

The general facility to reduce energy consumption using hardware supporting multiple operating states is introduced in [92]. Ge et al. [93] classified the impact of using DVFS for different application types. This feature could be used by the middleware, e.g. [74], where the authors use frequency scaling in a scheme that trades off web application performance and power usage while coordinating multiple autonomic managers.

### 7.3.3.3 Turning on/off

Turning on/off servers allows that the overall consumption can be reduced through consolidation. Khargaria et al. [94] introduce a theoretical methodology for autonomic power and performance management in e-business data centers. They optimize the performance per Watt at each level of the hierarchy while maintaining scalability. The authors opt for a mathematically-rigorous optimization approach that minimizes wasted power while meeting performance constraints. Petrucci et al. [95] developed a mixed integer programming formulation to dynamically configure the consolidation of multiple services/applications in a virtualized server cluster focused on Web workloads. The approach is power efficiency centered and takes into account the cost of turning on/off the servers. Berral et al. [96] propose a framework that provides an intelligent consolidation methodology using different techniques such as turning on/off machines, power-aware consolidation algorithms, and machine learning techniques to deal with uncertain information while maximizing performance. Other approaches dealing with uncertainty are [97], where statistic methods based on correlation are used to predict usage and so to consolidate works.

### 7.3.3.4 Hybrid nodes/hybrid Data Centers

The Hybrid nodes/hybrid Data Centers mixes low power systems and high performance ones in the same node/data center, offering more control to the management middleware. Today a good approach for energy saving is to have a middleware that can manage a hybrid data center architecture that mixes low power systems and high performance ones in the same data center [98, 99]. Filani et al. [100] offer a solution that includes a platform resident Policy Manager, which monitors power and thermal sensors and enforces platform power and thermal policies. They explain and propose how the PM can be used as the basis of a data center power management solution.
7.3.4 A use case of leveraging energy efficiency in data centers

In this section, we present a middleware solution that takes into account the aforementioned modeling techniques as well as controlling mechanisms. More precisely, the corresponding middleware was realized within the context of EU FP7 FIT4Green project. It has as an aim of reducing the CO₂ emissions as well as the energy consumption of data centers’ ICT resources by 20% which will have an indirect impact on the energy use of cooling systems.

7.3.4.1 Concept

As mentioned above, the proposed approach tackles the problem by reducing the carbon footprint of data centers through the deployment of ICT technology. There are various approaches of increasing the energy efficiency in data centers. Most of them are hardware oriented through investing in energy-efficient IT equipment or HVAC (heat, ventilation, air condition). Success in these areas, however, can only be incremental, as the capital cost of replacing old equipment is high. Therefore, the proposed solution is based on a different perspective: independently of the current IT and HVAC infrastructure, an energy-aware middleware is proposed that re-arranges the workload in a data center and among a federation of data centers according to the optimal energy and/or CO₂ emissions efficiency. The middleware is designed agnostic of the existing data center automation and management frameworks and takes into account not only transferring workload to the most efficient clusters in a data center, but also re-allocating workload within a federation of data centers with the ultimate objective of reducing the global energy and/or CO₂ emissions. It is worth pointing out that the devised plug-in is suitable for any computing style being traditional, supercomputing or cloud computing.

7.3.4.2 Implementation

The cornerstone of the proposed approach is a set of energy optimization algorithms (e.g. policies) that reallocates the workload (e.g. virtual machines, jobs, etc.) by taking into account technical Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and other restrictions, to optimize energy and/or CO₂ emissions through two basic procedures: With the so-called textquotedblleft global optimization" , the algorithms check in regular intervals (e.g. every 5 minutes) the state of the system from energy and ICT load point of view and reorganize the workload in case they calculate a potential energy reduction. Additionally an optimization is carried through every time a new workload enters the system, be it the execution of a batch job in the case of supercomputing data center or the creation of a new virtual machine in the case of a cloud computing data center. Those optimization algorithms are based on Constraint Programming (CP) paradigm. To this end, an innovative architecture was designed, in order to cope with the complexity of the various SLAs and data center requirements, as well as the different algorithms available.

However, in order that these optimization algorithms can take the most suitable energy- and/or CO₂-saving decisions, the existence of accurate power prediction models becomes primordial. To this end, power consumption estimation models for ICT resources such as servers, storage devices and networking equipment were devised.

Since both the optimization algorithms as well as power estimation models periodically check the state of the data center, a detailed description of data centers’ ICT resources is provided with their relevant energy-related attributes and interconnections. The identified energy-related attributes is classified into two classes: Dynamic and static. The former denotes the fact that the value of the attribute changes dynamically and it needs to be kept up-to-date through the data centers’ monitoring framework. On the other hand, static

8http://www.fit4green.eu/
attributes are those whose value remains constant; most of the times, the values of static attributes can be obtained from the manufacturers data sheet.

7.3.4.3 Obtained results In order to evaluate the impact of the proposed energy-aware middleware and demonstrate that it works agnostic of the existing data center framework, the choice of three testbeds representing three different computing styles suggested itself. One testbed is a traditional data center that provides business services to internal customers, the other is a scientific supercomputing center and the final one is a cloud computing data center offering IaaS platform. For each testbed, different scenarios were created by taking into account two cases: single-site data center and federation of data centers. In the traditional data center, which is provided by ENI in Italy, the workload is characterized by two peaks occurring at the beginning (between 8-10 AM) of the simulated working day and at the end (between 4-6 PM), with a dip at lunchtime. Even in the single-site case, the proposed middleware managed to reduce by 30% the average consumption by semi-automatically shutting down servers during the times of low-utilization. In the federation case, more savings were achieved in terms of energy consumption then in the single-site case which ranged between 28% – 50%. In the supercomputing testbed – the Forschungszentrum Jülich in Germany – the utilization rate of the resources is regularly much higher than in the traditional data center. Thus the potential for shutting down servers and consolidating workload on fewer servers is much reduced. Therefore, savings were 4% to 27% in single site depending on the utilization of the data center, and 30% to 42%, even 52% in the federated site. These savings were based on setting the unused servers to low-power standby mode and by allocating the new jobs to the different data centers in an energy-efficient manner. The cloud computing scenario is represented by HPIS, a laboratory for cloud computing in Milan. As the laboratory does not offer real services, the workload for the IaaS platform was generated synthetically, through the monitoring of real customer activities. The major load generator of this testbed was the allocation of virtual machines which was done based on the identified workload profile. Through the deployment of the proposed middleware, the energy consumption of the testbed was reduced by 10% to 24% in the single site case – with the middleware itself consuming not more than an additional of 3.5% of energy. The ability to exploit the federation as a unique pool of resources at allocation time allows achieved saving to range from 17% to 22%. These energy savings were achieved by allocating the new virtual machines in an energy-efficient manner and by turning off the unused servers. The number of servers was also optimized by using live migration of virtual machines from server to another energy-efficient one.

7.3.4.4 Conclusion and future perspective In the end, it was shown that through optimization algorithms it is possible to reduce energy consumption of ICT sector. Hence, the proposed approach has the following three-dimensional benefits:

1. For the environment: reduction of CO₂ emissions.
2. For the data center businesses:
   - Reduction of costs and therefore prices.
   - Marketing options for green services.
   - Provision of potential energy legislation.
3. For the data center end users: reduction of cost for services.
In order to go one step further from what was achieved by the proposed middleware solution for data centers, the EU FP7 All4Green project takes into account the ecosystem comprising of the following three entities: Energy provider, data centers, and IT customers. More precisely, during power shortage/surplus situations, the energy provider asks for power adaption collaboration (e.g. decrease/increase) from data centers. This can be achieved either through:

- Local flexibilities such as heating up/cooling down the datacenter (e.g. air conditioner) or discharging/charging the battery (e.g. UPS).
- External flexibilities involving IT customers who willingly cooperate with data centers by accepting reduced QoS related metrics of their services (e.g. workload shedding or shifting).

All these are realized by means of introducing three novel contracts:

1. GreenSupplyDemandAgreement (GreenSDA): It comprises of contractual terms between an energy provider and data centers. For instance, such terms specify:
   - The minimum and maximum power (in kW) to increase and decrease. Also for each power adaption capability, the minimum and maximum duration (in min) is defined.
   - The number of requests an energy provider can send to a data center per month. Also, the number of rejects a data center can send to energy provider per month.

2. GreenServiceLevelAgreement (GreenSLA): It consists of contractual terms between a data center and its IT customers. For instance, such terms specify the flexibilities based on a time period such as: “High availability and performance in working days” and “low availability and performance during nights and weekends”.

3. GreenWorkloadServicesOutsourcingAgreement (GreenWSOA): It comprises of agreements between two data centers that intend to collaborate in improving each other’s (green) performance/efficiency by exchanging workload. By committing to a GreenWSOA, the collaborating datacenters thus become a federation.

The obtained preliminary results were encouraging that show high potential of data centers to participate in Demand Response programs, such that the data centers can reduce their energy consumption by means of energy-aware middlewares as the one presented in this section.

### 7.4 Data Center Network Architectures

Although the main power consumers in a data center are the servers, the network, including network interface cards and layer 2/3 switches, consumes about 15% of the total power consumption [1]. Therefore, we take a closer look at the impact of different data center network architectures on the power consumption.

#### 7.4.1 Architectures

Several different network architectures have been proposed for data centers ranging from switch-centric approaches such as butterfly, Clos network, and VL2 to server-centric approaches such as mesh, torus, ring, Hypercube, DCell, and BCube. In this section, we only
highlight the most promising and well-known approaches and evaluate their impact on the total power consumption.

### 7.4.1.1 Hierarchical Network Architecture
Several small and medium data centers today consist of a two-tier or a three-tier network tree topology. An example of a three-tier topology is shown in Figure 7.5. According to [101, 102], a two-tier design supports up to 5000 hosts and a three-tier topology scales up to several ten thousands hosts. A two-tier data center architecture consists of a core tier as root and an access tier with the servers. A three-tier architecture has an additional middle-tier, the aggregation tier. The servers itself are connected via Gigabit Ethernet while 10 Gigabit Ethernet is used for the core and aggregation network. Within the next years, the 10 Gigabit Ethernet connections will be exchanged by 40 Gbps or 100 Gbps links. This reduces the number of core switches or helps to reduce the oversubscription factor. According to [103] paths through the highest levels of the tree are oversubscribed by factors of 1:80 to 1:240. This high oversubscription rate is used to reduce the number of switches in the core and aggregation layer whose costs are about $700,000 for a 128-port 10 Gigabit Ethernet switch.

![Figure 7.5](image1) Hierarchical data center architecture (three-tier topology)

### 7.4.1.2 Clos Networks (Fat-tree and VL2)
In contrast to the general three-tier topology, a fat-tree topology uses commodity Ethernet switches. The fat-tree architecture was developed to reduce the oversubscription ratio and to remove the single point of failure of the hierarchical architecture. An example of a fat-tree data center architecture is shown in Figure 7.6. Thereby, hosts connected to the same edge switch form their own subnet. Thus, all traffic to the same lower layer switch is switched, whereas all other traffic is routed.

![Figure 7.6](image2) Fat-tree data center architecture.

The example in Figure 7.6 shows that fat-tree is a switch-centric structure where the switches are concatenated. The VL2 architecture is quite similar to fat-tree except that fewer cabling is needed. Greenberg et al. [103] claim that switch-to-switch links are faster
than server-to-switch links and therefore use 1 Gbps links between server and switch and 10 Gbps links between the switches. By this, they reduce the number of cables required to implement the Clos topology. However, high end intermediate switches are needed and thus, the trade-off made is the cost of those high-end switches.

7.4.1.3 DCell The DCell data center architecture was developed to provide a scalable infrastructure and to be robust against server failures, link outages, or server-rack failures [104]. A DCell physical structure is a recursively defined architecture whose servers have to be equipped with multiple network ports. Each server is connected to other servers and to a mini switch, cf. Figure 7.7. In the example, \( n = 4 \) servers are connected to a switch, forming a level-0 DCell. According to [104], \( n \) should be chosen \( \leq 8 \) to be able to use commodity 8-port switches with 1 Gbps or 10 Gbps per port. A level-1 DCell is constructed using \( n + 1 \) level-0 DCells, in our example 5 level-0 DCell form the level-1 DCell. In order to connect the level-0 DCells, each DCell is connected to all other DCells with one link. A level-2 DCell and the level-k DCell are constructed the same way.

![DCell data center architecture](image)

**Figure 7.7** DCell data center architecture.
Thus, the DCell architecture is a server-centric structure which uses commodity switches and the fewest number of switches of all presented data center architectures. However, the cabling complexity might prevent large deployments.

7.4.1.4 BCube BCube is similar to the DCell structure, just that the server-to-server connections are replaced by server-to-switch connections for faster processing [105]. Figure 7.8 shows a BCube\(_k\) \((k = 1)\) architecture with \(n = 4\) servers per switch. From the figure we can see that the total number of servers is \(N = n^{k+1}\) and each server has to be equipped with \(k + 1\) ports. Each level has \(n^k\) switches and the total number of levels is \(k + 1\).

![Figure 7.8 BCube data center architecture.](image)

Similar to DCell and in contrast to the fat-tree architecture, BCube is server-oriented and can use existing commodity Ethernet switches.

7.4.1.5 MDCube BCube was designed for intra-container networking with about 2500 servers. In order to connect several containers together, Wu et al. [106] proposed the Modularized Data Center Cube (MDCube). MDCube connects all containers using optical fibers without extra high-end switches or routers. Compared to DCell it reduces the cabling complexity and in comparison to fat-tree, the approach can be built directly with commodity switches without needing any switch upgrades. More details about the construction of an MDCube can be found in [106].

7.4.1.6 High-level properties of the topologies Table 7.6 shows a comparison of the last four presented architectures in terms of performance and costs. Looking at the server-to-server communication, fat-tree achieves the lowest throughput, because each server is only equipped with one port. However, for all-to-all communication, fat-tree performs best. Considering the costs in terms of intra- and inter-container cabling and number of switches, DCell uses the lowest number of switches, while fat-tree uses the largest number. While the cabling costs inside a container are quite similar, MDCube uses the lowest number of cables for inter-container connections.

7.4.2 Power Consumption of Data Center Architectures Gyarmati and Trinh [107] analyzed four different data center architectures in terms of power consumption. The total power consumption consists of the power requirements of the switches, and the power consumed at the servers that have multiple ports. Thereby, the power consumption of the servers as well as the power consumption of additional devices such as cooling is not taken into account. Table 7.7 shows the power consumption and the
Table 7.6 Performance and cost comparison of different data center architectures [106].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fat-tree</th>
<th>DCell</th>
<th>BCube</th>
<th>MDCube</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Server-to-server</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$k' + 1$</td>
<td>$k + 1$</td>
<td>$\log_n t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-to-all</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>$\frac{N}{2^k}$</td>
<td>$\frac{n(N-1)}{n-1}$</td>
<td>$\frac{N}{1.5 + 0.75 t}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic balance</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graceful degradation</td>
<td>fair</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>good $^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch upgrade</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a n$ is port number of switches. $t$ is the number of servers in a container, while $N$ is the number of all. DCell has $k' = \log_2 \log_n N$ and $k'' = \log_2 \log_n t$. MDCube has $\log_n t = k + 1$.

Table 7.7 Power consumption and diameter of data center architectures [107].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Power consumption</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>$E n^k + E_{sw} \sum_{i=0}^{k-1} n^i$</td>
<td>$2k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat-tree</td>
<td>$E n^3 / 4 + E_{sw}[(n/2)^2 + n^2]$</td>
<td>$6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCell</td>
<td>$\approx (E + E_{sw} / n)(n + 1)^{2k}$</td>
<td>$s^{k+1} - 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCube</td>
<td>$E n^{k+1} + E_{sw} \sum_{i=1}^{k+1} n^i$</td>
<td>$k + 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

diameter of four different architectures. The power consumption of a single server and a switch is denoted as $E$ and $E_{sw}$. It is obvious that the power consumption strongly depends on the number of used ports, denoted by $n$, and the number of structural levels, denoted by $k$.

Using these equations from [107], we can see that in small-size data centers, BCCell and DCell have roughly the same energy requirements. However, when increasing the number of servers, DCell consumes less power than BCube. The power consumption of the fat-tree architectures is between DCell and BCube. The tree structure of course consumes the fewest power, but is also not robust against link, switch, or port failures.

According to Mahadevan et al. [108], the power consumption of a switch can be further subclassified. The power consumed by a switch depends on the power of the chassis, the power consumption of the linecard as well as the power consumption of different link rates. Looking at Table 7.8, we can see that a 1 Gbps port rack switch consumes almost 5 times more power than a 100 Mbps port.

In the paper, three schemes are presented to reduce the power consumption in a data center. The first scheme is called Link State Adaptation (LSA). In this scheme, the power controller monitors the links and dynamically adapts the line speed to the states disabled,
Table 7.8 Switch power consumption [108].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Rack switch (in Watts)</th>
<th>Tier-2 switch (in Watts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Power_{chassis}$</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Power_{linecard}$</td>
<td>0 (included in chassis power)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Power_{10Mbps}$ (per port)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Power_{100Mbps}$ (per port)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Power_{1Gbps}$ (per port)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 Mbps, 100 Mbps, or 1 Gbps. However, this line speed adaptation cannot be performed immediately and thus, the delay of the switching has to be taken into account. The second scheme is called Network Traffic Consolidation (NTC). This scheme is also known as Traffic Aggregation Scheme (TAS). Thereby, the traffic in a low-loaded data center is aggregated on a few links while the other links and switches are disabled. Considering a fat-tree, BCube, or DCell architecture, redundant links can also be disabled when not needed. This scheme can reduce the power consumption significantly, while taking into account the trade-off between power savings and availability. The last scheme presented in [108] is the Server Load Consolidation (SLC). Here, server jobs are migrated to fewer servers using virtualization techniques. This is also an indirect way to consolidate network traffic on fewer links and allows a controller to turn off non-utilized ports or switches. However, the energy savings achieved with these three schemes always come along with lower availability and less reliability.

7.4.3 Additional Proposals For Energy-Efficient Data Centers

Finally, we review three proposals dealing with the architecture of the data centers. Albeit these methods are diverse; they all intend to reduce the power consumption of the data center networks. To be more energy efficient, the first one powers off unutilized switches, the second applies residential access gateways to form a data center structure, while the third introduces a highly scalable and flexible network topology generation method.

7.4.3.1 Elastic Tree All the abovementioned mesh-like approaches (fat-tree, BCube, DCell) except the hierarchical network architecture help to be robust against failures by using more components and more paths. However, as shown in [107], this also increases the power consumption, with the BCube architecture as the largest power consumer. However, although the number of traffic fluctuates during the day, the power consumption is fixed, see e.g. Google production data center [109]. Thus, Heller et al. [109] propose to reduce the power consumption by dynamically turning off switches and links that are not needed. The approach is called Elastic Tree whose underlying topology is a fat-tree. Using a testbed based on OpenFlow, it is shown that in the data center network, up to 60 % power can be saved, depending on the traffic matrices. Safety margins are used to become robust against highly varying traffic fluctuations.

7.4.3.2 Nano Data Centers Nano data centers can be made out of ISP-controlled home gateways to form a distributed, peer-to-peer data center structure [110]. The first order
The goal of nano data centers is to form an energy-efficient content delivering data center. To exploit the advantage of the peer-to-peer structure, the users’ requests are served from home gateways whenever it is possible; thus, the load of the content servers, located in the facilities of the operator, is decreased. Figure 7.9 illustrates the architecture of the nano data centers.

The architecture shares storage and computational resources among the participants; the solution uses the underutilized resources and the already committed power consumption of the equipment. The energy efficiency of the structure arises from two properties: as the gateways are located in the residence of the subscribers, the heat dissipation is solved without extra cooling facilities; the demand and the services are co-located that reduces the intra-network traffic. Valancius et al. claim that the power consumption can be decreased by at least 20% compared to traditional data center architectures.

### 7.4.3.3 Scafida

A recently proposed data center network generation method [111], called Scafida, offers a highly scalable and flexible design. Scafida is inspired by biological networks, namely scale-free networks, which are energy efficient as they survived the evolutionary competition. The Scafida algorithm generates the data center topology iteratively, i.e., the nodes are added one-by-one to the network. The algorithm’s input parameters are the number of servers, the number and type of the switches, and the number of servers’ ports; these parameters cause the high scalability and flexibility of Scafida. Due to this, the Scafida algorithm is capable to create data centers out of any set of network switches; accordingly, the operator of the system is able to specify in advance the consumable power of the Scafida data center.

The power consumption of several Scafida topologies is shown in Figure 7.10 by scaling the number of servers within the structure. Topologies are generated with the 5-, 8-, 24-, and 48-port commodity switches; the servers are attached to the network with only one link. The power consumption of Scafida data centers is proportional to the size of the system regardless of the type of the switches; the steps of the plots are only due to the scaling of the simulation parameters. Thus, if Scafida topologies would be generated for all the possible number of servers, the curves of Figure 7.10 would be linear without any
significant jumps. This implies that the Scafida data center structure is energy proportional design.

7.5 Solutions for cooling and heat control in data center

Computing equipment dissipate a large amount of heat that is exhausted in the facility. The facility must be maintained to an acceptable level of temperature and humidity. The facility also must be ridiculed of air-born particles and contaminants. We find a rich literature related to climate control dating back to 1970s. However, in this section, we only survey the latest state-of-the-art. Prior to 1980, data centers had many of the same characteristics as those of the modern day facilities with the exception that heat loads were much less. The design considerations have since then not changed drastically as reliability [51], redundancy, maintenance [59], cost, and space remain the primary concerns. Constantly increasing costs and energy consumption of modern cooling systems urge the need for energy-efficient cooling solutions. On the other side overheating of data center components reduces their reliability considerably [51]. Air flow direction has a major effect on the cooling of facilities; therefore, in [112] Obler illustrates various cooling concepts with a few different air flow directions. Air delivery also has been the focus of several works. These works consider whether air should be delivered from overhead or from underneath a raised (false) floor [54] ceiling height requirements that may reduce air stratification [61] raised floor height [112], and proper layout of computing equipment that would reduce hot spots [113].

Data center thermal control solutions can be broadly divided into mechanical- and software-based according to the approach they adapt. Mechanical-based approaches focus on the air flow dynamics for efficient cooling while software-based approaches, being aware of the the thermal properties of the data center infrastructure, optimize the process of the workload scheduling.

7.5.1 Mechanical-based approaches

Mechanical-based approaches can be further divided into: (a) non-raised floor facilities and (b) raised floor facilities. The non-raised floors were the offshoot of the earlier computer
room design. However, quickly it was realized that such a design was not economically feasible for large-scale data centers. Some of the notable works in non-raised floorings include a thorough computational fluid dynamic analysis to determine optimal air flow, and air flow distribution [59]. The raised floors maintain a near layout to all interconnection cabling. Due to the squared dependency between the air flow pressure and its velocity, the airflow patterns remain independent of the flow rate. Air supply through the raised floor along the walls and under the computer equipment with exhaust through a false-ceiling is considered by Grande [114].

The effect of air flow, volume, and tile openings on heat load was considered by Khoshhala et al. [115]. Innovative self-contained air conditioning systems, liquid cooled systems, and chillers with integral air handling and refrigeration mechanisms installed within the facility are discussed in [51, 54, 115, 44]. [51] proposes a framework for the throughput optimization and load balancing of the available power with a focus on systems constrained by the number of power circuits available or having non-uniform power footprint due to the heterogeneous nature of user workloads. Khoshhala et al. [115] propose a system for local cooling demonstrating that due to the high heat transfer rate the inlet air temperature has no significant effect on cooling in certain setups. Wireless sensor networks initially considered for the greenhouse monitoring scenarios can be easily adapted to operate in a data center facility delivering temperature measurements to the main coordination module.

In all of the aforementioned methodologies, the key drawbacks are: (a) “bulk cooling”, which is wasteful, (b) “threshold cooling”, which is an untimely cooling, and (c) “uni-methodology cooling”, which does not allow embarrassing state-of-the-art cooling mechanisms.

The efficiency of the heat removal process in a facility is proportional to the available climatic information. Therefore, a low-cost, non-destructive, and readily deployable climatic information gathering wireless sensor network should be developed. The core idea being that in lieu of a central thermostat, distributed temperature sensors are utilized to accurately measure temperature at different locations of the data center that can be as fine-grained as possible. The prior work on wireless sensor network deployment in green houses uses IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee for (a) measuring substrate water, electrical conductivity, photosynthetic radiation, and leaf wetness [116], (b) regulating climate for rapid melon and cabbage growth [117], (c) measuring soil moisture [44], (d) multi-spectral imaging for cabbages [118], and (e) affect of lighting conditions on ambient temperature [119].

Next generation systems will include a combination of a wireless sensor network and an event-based control system that can effectively and efficiently offer a fine-grained control of the data center atmosphere. For the above, the following issues must be addressed: (a) issues posed to a multivariable, interacting control system by possibly faulty communications, (b) location of sensors to correctly represent, for the purpose of control and spatially distributed quantities, (c) efficient use of actuators to minimize wear, and (d) effects of event-based sampling. The climatic information acquisition coupled with event-based sampling is typically subjected to machine learning based techniques that can proactively control the data center environment. Thermal management of data centers includes: (a) air movement or ventilation, (b) heat rejection, and (c) humidity control. Because Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) addresses heat transfer, air movement, and humidification in a unified approach, CFD is excellently suited to address the aforementioned outstanding issues. Thus, applying CFD tools, such as StarCD [120], Fluent [121], or OpenFoam [122] can predict both flow of hot and cold air, and heat transfer in data centers. For the air movement or ventilation, the approach is to predict the distribution of the air velocity in
terms of magnitude and direction within a data center. Because cooling is largely achieved by convection, a sufficient velocity of the air affects the cooling rate to a large extent. The predicted velocity field has to be also analyzed to identify: (a) recirculation zones where no exchange of hot and cold air takes place, (b) dead corners where effectively no or only little air movement occurs, and thus, leads to very reduced cooling rates, (c) bypass air that streams without contact to the equipment, and therefore, does not contribute to cooling, and (d) cold air contamination of coolers takes place if a cooler does not receive the warmest possible air, and thus, operates less efficiently. Based on the aforementioned analysis, measures such as ideal placement of perforated tiles throughout the room can be derived that provide ventilation complying with the requirements of the data centers. This procedure may lead to a scenario of different measures of which all of them are to be evaluated by CFD. Within this process CFD offers an additional advantage because predicting the effect of a proposal involves only a fraction of costs than changing the hardware [116].

Heat rejection is proportional to the temperature difference between the cold air stream and the surface temperature of the equipment. Therefore, the heat rejected can only be assessed by a spatial temperature distribution of the cooling air [112]. Expanding CFD predictions by a prediction of the spatial temperature distribution in conjunction with the spatial distribution of the air velocity will provide a detailed view of local heat transfer rates of the equipment; thereby, identifying hotspots. Once identified, these hotspots can be avoided by (a) reducing the cooling temperature of the air stream that increases the temperature difference, and thus, improves the cooling efficiency and (b) increasing the air velocity in the region of the hot spot that leads also to an improved cooling efficiency. Either measure or a combination of both may be evaluated by a simultaneous prediction of the spatial distribution of both air velocity and temperature by CFD for a better cooling of the equipment [115]. Such a methodology is cost effective because by rating the predicted results of different measures in terms of cooling efficiency allows identifying a solution that perhaps requires minor changes in operation or set-up only or at least involves minimal costs. For humidity control, similar to a CFD prediction that includes air velocity and temperature, the spatial distribution of humidity can be obtained. These results will indicate whether the humidity levels fall within a given recommended range for a data center or otherwise.

### 7.5.2 Software-based approaches

Software-based approaches aim at minimizing costs associated with data center cooling expenses by intelligent scheduling of incoming jobs. Typically, the policy of the software-based approaches focuses on (a) preventing a server temperature crossing a predefined threshold and (b) increasing efficiency of CRAC units by maximizing their temperature [123]. Raising the temperature coming from CRAC units will minimize the energy consumed by a CRAC unit used to remove a unit of heat contributing into CRAC efficiency. However, the temperature increase should be performed only when inlet server temperatures are within a "safe" range. In [123] task scheduling is performed according to the power budget of each server which is defined as the product of server power and the deviation of its outlet energy from the reference desired value. Such cooling optimization approaches may nearly half the costs associated with cooling. Thermal-aware scheduling algorithms presented by Tang et al. [124] distribute the jobs spatially preventing excessive heat conditions. Such method will trade the reduction in energy consumption of cooling equipment with a moderate increase in servers’ consumption as idle or under-loaded servers consume more energy per executed task than those highly loaded. Mukherjee et
al. [125] take a step further and extend spatial distribution of jobs adding a temporal dimension. Temporal thermal-aware job scheduling tries to allocate the jobs at energy-efficient equipment extending the task execution time up to the allowed threshold. In a scenario with heterogeneous nature of jobs and data center infrastructure it becomes useful to track thermal footprint of the executed jobs [126]. The availability of such thermal profiles allows distribution on jobs favoring computing resources with minimum levels of heat emission for a certain type of jobs. Current approaches for data center thermal management adapt either mechanical-based or software-based techniques independently. Mechanical-based approaches are simple and can be implemented in a distributed fashion. But, the software-based approaches, being centralized, can deliver better level of optimization in terms of individual jobs and system performance. It is obvious that future thermal management systems for data centers will be complex and include both mechanical-based and software-based techniques.

7.6 Current Practices in Data Centers

7.6.1 Evaluation

The increased pressure of energy consumption awareness leaded to the creation of new tools to evaluate and monitor whole data centers power consumption. The GREEN-GRID consortium established a number of useful documents\(^9\) for designing data centers, measuring, adjusting and so on. Self-feedback on data centers can be achieved using several tools, like the one designed by the CoolEmAll\(^{127}\) project.

7.6.1.1 Buildings As the environmental pressure rise, news buildings are designed with the energy management as a priority. By instance, EnergyStar helps evaluating the energy impact of a building\(^{10}\). It provides the EnergyStar label to buildings that achieve a 75 out of 100 points after evaluation. IBM provides a tool to evaluate energy efficiency of IT infrastructure\(^{11}\).

- Metrics: To evaluate the quality of a data center in relation to energy several metrics exists:

  - Perf/Watt. This metric is mainly used to evaluate only the computing nodes. By instance Green500\(^{12}\) uses it to ranks the most powerful supercomputers (mainly clusters). It does not encompass the whole energy consumption of the room (such as AC) but only the consumption of the computing nodes themselves.

  - DCiE (Data center infrastructure efficiency) is the ratio between the ICT equipment power and the total data center power, expressed in percentage. For example, a DCiE value of 50% means that half of the total data center power is spent for the ICT equipment, whilst the other half is spent for maintaining it, such as for the HVAC system.

\(^9\)http://www.thegreengrid.org/library-and-tools
\(^{10}\)http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=evaluate_performance.buildingmanager_benchmarking
\(^{11}\)http://ibmgreen.bathwick.com/
\(^{12}\)http://www.green500.org/
PUE (Power usage effectiveness). This value is complementary to the previous one. It evaluates the ratio between the total energy consumed by the data center facility and the energy provided to the ICT equipment. In 2006, a classical PUE was about 2.0 [128], meaning that half of the energy consumed was to be used for cooling, lightning, and air conditioning (exactly equivalent to a DCiE of 50%). The newest Yahoo center [14] constructed near the Niagara falls uses circulating exterior air to cool the servers, and is able to achieve a PUE of around 1.1. However, several controversies arise on how to fairly calculate the PUE/DCiE values of data centers. In general, an important improvement comes from feedback. More data are available about power usage, the easier it is to optimize a data center consumption [15].

7.6.2 Context aware building

First of all, lightning is not necessary for servers to work; it can be reduced as possible. As self-evident this statement seems, it is common to see a full lightning in data centers. Occupancy sensors and/or economic bulbs can save a lot of energy without an extensive cost [16].

A common believed idea is that a data center in Greenland will consume less than a data center in Sahara, since the external temperature is on average lower. But it has been shown (for instance in the Energy Star study [17], slide 23) that the external temperature has little impact on the overall electricity consumption of data centers. This study does not explicit exactly the infrastructure of the building and the cooling of the server rooms. Indeed, if air circulation coming from outside is in the game, the difference will be significant while if traditional air conditioning is the rule then outside temperature has little influence.

More and more data centers are built so that they are using renewable energy. Solar panels (AISO [18], Phoenix [19], Intel [20], Sun [21], Google [22], ...), wind mills (Google [23], OWC [24], Green House Data [25], Baryonyx [26]) are producing part of the electricity needed by the data

---

18http://www.aiso.net/technology-network-sun.html
21http://www.datacenterknowledge.com/archives/2008/05/22/the-solar-powered-blackbox/
22http://www.google.com/corporate/green/clean-energy.html
centers (in one case, all the electricity\textsuperscript{27}). Most of the experiences are small size experiences, mainly due to the fact that the cost of these energy productions are still higher than normal electricity for the consumer.

Solutions are also developed to consume renewable electricity in data centers when the cost of electricity is high (typically during daytime) and use chillers during nights. Doing so, the cold that was produced and kept during night can be additionally used with the “free” electricity during day time\textsuperscript{28}.

This difference of electricity generation and usage can also reflect on the data centers usage itself, offloading the data centers whether during day time (when classical electricity is the rule) or during nights (when solar panels are in the game).

Another trend are the movable data centers. For instance, IBM with portable modular data center (PMDC)\textsuperscript{29}. It is advertised that PMDCs have a power usage effectiveness (PUE) of 1.3, including the IT components and physical infrastructure such as chillers, UPS and other components. That compares to a PUE of 2 or higher for most existing data centers, and a PUE of 1.5-1.7 for some of the newer ground-based data centers. Interestingly, Sun proposes a portable solution powered by solar panels\textsuperscript{30}.

7.6.3 Cooling

In modern data centers, the HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) consumes approximately half of the total power drawn by the data center [129]. However, an in depth analysis on the cooling infrastructure falls outside the scope of this chapter. Here we will only limit to briefly analyze fans and say some words about common practices on cooling, which represents a not negligible part of the energy consumption of computing elements.

7.6.3.1 Common practices An important part of the data centers energy consumption is wasted for cooling the running components. As explained above, the typical PUE of a data center was about 2.0 in 2006, meaning that one watt for the infrastructure is wasted for each watt used to compute. Among this waste, part of it is due to the cooling.

The first aspect on this is to determine the optimal operational temperature for a data centers. Recent studies tend to exhibit that data centers are often too cold\textsuperscript{31} and could operate at higher temperature (with some limits). A consensus is agreed by the industry to maintain an ambient temperature range of 20\degree C to 24\degree C, while the limit is set to 30\degree C. A study jointly published by Intel, IBM, HP and Lieberth\textsuperscript{32} shows that most data centers are cooled at 20\degree C while they could operate at 26\degree C [130].

Several techniques exist and often coexist to cool down the server rooms. Traditionally, air conditioning has been used ever and ever for cooling the infrastructure. Problems arise when the air circulation has not been optimally studied between the racks in the rooms. Some hot spots can exist, and a full investigation taking into account CFD models, cold

\textsuperscript{27}http://www.datacenterknowledge.com/archives/2009/06/16/solar-power-at-data-center-scale/
\textsuperscript{28}http://www.datacenterknowledge.com/archives/2009/06/16/solar-power-at-data-center-scale/
\textsuperscript{29}http://www.environmentalleader.com/2009/12/03/ibm-advances-data-center-efficiencies/
\textsuperscript{30}http://www.datacenterknowledge.com/archives/2008/05/22/the-solar-powered-blackbox/
\textsuperscript{31}http://www.greenbiz.com/blog/2009/09/01/your-data-center-much-too-cold
\textsuperscript{32}http://download.intel.com/pressroom/archive/reference/IPACK2009.pdf
and hot aisle locations, must be done. Some vendors (HP with Dynamic Smart Cooling\textsuperscript{33}, DegreeC with AdaptivCool\textsuperscript{34}) are offering tools to monitor and adjust cooling according to heat dispersion and air circulation.

Another way witnessed is to use cold air column, where the heated air is directed from behind the racks to ease the air circulation. Such an approach can be seen at the Barcelona Marenostrum for instance.

Water cooling is being more and more used, since the efficiency of heat dispersion with water is much higher than with air. In these solutions, water circulates behind the racks and capture the heat and direct it away from the server, before being chilled again and sent back colder. For instance, the CALMIP machine in Toulouse is working with this system.

### 7.6.4 Upgrades

Citing chip makers, for the same amount of work, energy usage can be vastly reduced by updating hardware.

As an example from Intel (Figure 7.11 Nov 2008), replacing 184 mono-processors from 2005 with the equivalent 21 quad-core from 2009 reduce energy consumption by 92

### 7.6.5 Uses cases and example of current practices

As energy awareness gains momentum, several uses cases have been fully documented:

- An US best practices repository [131], after an extensive benchmarking of 22 data centers\textsuperscript{35}:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{33}http://www.hp.com/hpinfo/newsroom/press/2006/061129xa.html
  \item \textsuperscript{34}http://www.adaptivcool.com/
  \item \textsuperscript{35}http://hightech.lbl.gov/DCTraining/Best-Practices.html
\end{itemize}
In the US Department of Energy shows a joint study with LucasFilm and Verizon;

In IBM provides information about uses cases where its technology improved energy efficiency;

In Microsoft shows cases where its technology helped reduce carbon footprint;

In Accenture and major leaders are forecasting the future (July 2008).
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